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Students and faculty voiced what/who they were 
grateful for within school.

After the past years’ strangeness, faculty 
and students reflected on the little things 
that brought them happiness. The things 
we used to take for granted exerted 
comfort and exhilaration among the 
school. Whether it was attending class 
in-person, events making a comeback, 
or the cafeteria food, there was always 

“         I am grateful 
for the ATRIUM 
ANNOUNCEMENTS  
making a comeback!”

-- Sabrina Bierman ‘22

U“         I love 
the school’s 
unparalled  
nature!”

-- Molly Atkins ‘23

X“         I am grateful 
for the x-tra merch 
I get for soccer! The 
sweatpants and 
sweatshirt are so 
cute.”

-- Bibiana Eichenberg ‘25

V“         I am grateful 
for the variety of 
classes that I can 
choose from”

-- Emily Miller ‘22S“         I am grateful 
for my amazing 
students!”

-- Maribel Toledo
Art teacher

something or someone to be grateful 
for. “I couldn’t be happier to be back on 
campus full time for my last year of high 
school. I can experience all the good 
things that I thought I wouldn’t be able to. 
I’m super grateful for all of this,” senior 
Teresa Ariza said.

Article by Lucie Duchene

f“       I am grateful for 
the great  food we get 
every lunch.”

-- Gabriella Montalvo ‘23

R“         I am grateful for 
Mrs. richardson, 
she’s the sweetest! 
I’m going to miss her 
so much next year”
-- Victoria Poliak ‘22

d“         I am grateful for 
the Dance program. 
I made many friends 
through it and became 
a better performer.”

-- Sophia Ortiz ‘22

m“         The music 
program helped 
me become a better 
singer.”

-- Lia Fletcher ‘23

i“         I am thankful 
for the ib program, 
it helped me look at 
things from different 
perspectives.”

-- Esther Enekes ‘23
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b“       I am very thankful 
for the lunch’s  bread 
sticks they are super 
good.”

-- Paola Avazian ‘22 c“         Being part of the 
CROSS COUNTRY team 
helped me grow as a 
runner and I am grateful 
for it.”

-- Gabriel Bendix ‘22__ e“         Early bird  
permitted me take 
more classes and 
maximize my time.”

-- Kathleen Lewis ‘22

h“         I am thankful 
to celebrate 
hispanic heritage  
month in school, it’s 
always so fun.”

-- Catalina Palazio ‘24 j“         I don’t know 
what we would 
do without the 
janitors.”

-- Sebastian Poliak ‘24 k“         I am thankful to 
have had Mr. Kennedy  
as my math teacher.”

--Omalaa Sharma ‘22 l“         The library  
is a safe space to 
me; it’s so peaceful 
and nice to study 
in.”

-- Justin Fieler ‘24

n“         I am grateful 
for the new parking 
lot it is so much 
more practical.”

-- Diego Cedeño ‘22 0“         October in 
school is the best, there 
are so many activities 
to participate in.”

-- Kayla Alonso ‘25 Q“         I am super 
thankful for Mr. Q, 
he’s such a good 
teacher. ”

-- Patrick 
Valle-Riestra ‘23

T“       I don’t know what I 
would do without all my 
amazing teachers!”

-- Teresa Ariza '22

W“         winning states 
for swimming made me 
even more grateful to be 
part of the team.”

-- Pietra Ingletto Wagner ‘23 Z“      I am thankful for 
the yoga class’ zen 
atmosphere.”

-- Mari Sofi Latour ‘22Y“         I couldn’t 
be more thankful 
to be part of the 
yearbook staff!”

-- Pilar Vargas ‘24
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g“        I am thankful for 
all the great friends 
that I made throughout 
my years here.”

-- Bakari Edwards ‘22

p“         The school 
pride during football 
is always great. I love 
that everyone comes 
together to cheer on 
the team.”

-- Hoban Noyes ‘25


